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KEYS TO A SAFE EXCAVATION
The Illinois Commerce Commission (ICC) is responsible for
violations of the Illinois Underground Utility Facilities Damage
Prevention Act. It receives violation reports, determines if a
violation occurred and assesses fines with maximum penalties
up to $5,000 per violation. Penalties collected by the Commission
are given to JULIE in a grant to support safety and informational
programs that reduce incidents of damage to underground utility
lines. Click here to learn more about the enforcement process.
During contractor safety meetings across the state this winter,
the ICC’s Enforcement Program staff provided several keys to a
safe and compliant excavation, including:
Never excavate without providing notification through
JULIE.
Provide the best extent possible — better information
results in a better executed ticket - Pre-mark, actual or
verbal, the work area prior to providing notification through
JULIE.

MARCH 2018
UPCOMING EVENTS
Remote Ticket Entry
(RTE) Webinars
March 14 and 28
No cost.
Register or learn more.
Contractor Safety
Meetings
March
No Cost
Register or learn more.
Chicago Flower and
Garden Show
March 14-18
Discount Promotional
Code: JULIE 18
Click here for details.

Prior to performing any type of excavation, perform a site inspection to look for clear
evidence of unmarked/incompletely marked facilities.
Have a copy of the locate request, paper or electronic, on the job site and review the ticket
periodically to ensure everyone on the excavation crew understands the time constraints
and work extent.
Always pot-hole underground utility facilities prior to excavating with machinery in the
tolerance zone.
Photograph or video the locate markings prior to the start of excavation paying particular
attention to offset, laterals and service connections.

Safety Trainings
JULIE, Illinois pipeline and local distribution operators and Paradigm are working together to
host damage prevention meetings across the state through March that include a
complimentary meal and safety training. To check the meeting schedule and register, visit
Paradigm's Web site here. JULE’s Web site also has a link to this site along with additional
resources.
Submitted by Brian MacKenzie, JULIE Damage Prevention Manager, Central Illinois.

THE IMPORTANCE OF
DOCUMENTATION
Unfortunately, from time to time, damages
occur across the state. Damages can occur
because of many factors. To help mitigate
these factors and to stay safe, consider the
following prior to excavation at each site.
After the dig start date and time on the
locate request ticket and prior to putting a
shovel in the ground, take a few minutes
and walk around the pre-marked area at the
site and make sure that all member utilities that were notified on the locate request have
responded and marked or provided an all clear. If you find any member utilities that were nonresponsive to the locate request, then comply with the Act and call in a “No Show” for that
utility.
Once all of the facility owners have marked, take several pictures or video of the locate
marks showing the pre-marked area and providing visual references. If a damage occurs,
comply with the Act and call in a damage notification to JULIE, the affected utility and, if the
damage results in escaping natural gas or hazardous liquids, call 911 immediately. After
these appropriate calls are completed, when safe, make sure to take pictures of the original
utility marks showing a measurement to where the damage occurred. If the utility locator
comes back out and verifies the previous marks, ask them to verify that they place a circle
around the newly placed marks so when you take pictures you can tell the difference between
the original and post damage marks. As a reminder, JULIE does not mark or locate any
underground lines.
Hopefully you will never need this information, but as they say, a picture is worth a 1,000
words. In this case, the lack of photos could result in you not being able to provide any
documentation to defend your position if the facility was not properly marked.
Submitted by Roger Watwood, JULIE Damage Prevention Manager, Southern Illinois.

AVOID DELAYS DURING THE BUSY DIG SEASON
With crews returning to many companies this month, now is the time to register and
participate in a JULIE online webinar to see our easy and efficient, web-based Remote Ticket
Entry (RTE) program. If you already use RTE, then you know about the many benefits,
including no wait times on the phone during peak seasons and the ability to print a copy of
your locate request as suggested by the Illinois Commerce Commission.
JULIE will host demonstration/training webinars for new RTE uses on March 14 and 28.
These sessions typically last one hour, after which attendees can start using RTE right a
way. Participants simply register for a session, connect to the online webinar at the
scheduled date and time, and then sit back as the presenter walks through the simple steps
to enter and submit a locate request.
In addition, E-Request continues to be a popular choice for normal, single site requests. This
option requires no training. Read more about E-Request or enter your locate request.

RTE Registration Information
Register for an upcoming no cost RTE Webinar or contact our RTE Support Group at 815741-5011. We will then create a RTE user account for you and send the webinar participation
instructions.

THINK SPRING
As we prepare for the busy dig season, join us in
the Marketplace at the Chicago Flower and
Garden Show from March 14-18 to meet
members of our team and receive complimentary
seed packets and other information. The show is
all about inspiring, educating and motivating the
next generation of gardeners and your customers.
JULIE is the proud sponsor of the Kid’s Activity
Garden. Click here to purchase tickets in advance
and receive a special discount; use the promotion
code JULIE18 when ordering tickets.
If you are looking for safety training opportunities
for your crews this spring, JULIE’s Damage Prevention Managers are available for tailgate
talks and presentations at no cost. To check their availability or learn more about the one-call
process, contact one of our Damage Prevention Managers.
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